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Methods

Results

2 student interviews
with students who had taken
first-year English in a remote
instruction format in Fall
2020 and Spring 2021

3 professor interviews
with professors who have
taught or were teaching
first-year English

Each interview was transcribed,
coded, and analyzed.
Definitions
Confidence

the feeling that a student can rely on or
trust something (i.e., academic writing
skills)

Good student

relative, but a student who completes
assignments of quality, using academic
writing skills learn in first-year English

participation in
Virtual environment synchronous
virtual instruction, whether via
Zoom, Webex, or another
platform.

Significance of Results
Answering my Research Question

Confidence
Students lack it because they lack a voice; they rely on facts and
research more than their own interpretations.

Relatable Readings
Non-English majors struggle to be engaged with the course content
and therefore do not apply themselves.

Growth as a writer

This growth gives students confidence, but they may need a repetition
of assignments or even multiple English classes to achieve it.

Structured Learning
Non-English majors desire step-by-step guidance on forming ideas,
evidence inclusion, and paragraph structuring.

Students’ lack of confidence in the first-year writing course
makes it difficult for them to be self-sufficient in developing
their own writing processes. If students do not learn the
proper paper-writing skills in this course, they will be ill
prepared for writing in future college courses.

A Need for Change
Without having an academic identity, students will not be strong,
independent writers who are confident in their own thoughts and
ideas. Professors noted that it is especially important for students
to develop revision processes that are self-reflective and fluid.
Most importantly, the difficulty in teaching a remote version of
this course demonstrated the need to keep the course either
completely in-person or completely online.

Why This Should Matter to You
Professors

Assignments/Activities
Professors believe the first-year writing course should break down
assignments in order to make them seem less daunting for students, and to
help them develop their own academic voice.

Connection in Virtual Spaces
Professors emphasized the lack of engagement in a virtual environment,
citing students’ ability to be at work, in other classes, or just not paying
attention as hurting their development into writers.

Feedback
One-on-one feedback sessions are not possible in a classroom of 15+
students, and peer editing is difficult because students do not have the
confidence to say what is “good” or “bad” in their peers’ work.

Past Student Experiences
High school drills a very strict, not fluid mindset into students’ brains.
Because of this, students do not feel like their work is good enough and
they do not have a writing process that encourages revision.

Students

A replication of this study would develop an understanding of
professor and student perspectives are different universities
and allow the course to be redesigned based on the needs of
each university’s respective student population.

Key Changes to the Curriculum
• No hybrid version – either completely online
(asynchronously) or completely in person
• Relatable Readings to current events/issues have been
added to the syllabus, including race, sports, current news,
and more.
• Syllabus now features two research paper assignments
(formerly one)
• #1 is over a 6-week period, with lessons in-class about
annotated bibliographies, research skills, finding
evidence, etc.
• #2 is accelerated over a 4-week period, where students
practice using the skills they were taught in the previous
lessons, promoting student-led writing processes

